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Deep Learning for Solving the Phase Problem in 
X-ray Crystallography

Can a Neural Network be set up to solve Patterson maps to yield electron density maps?



Patterson Maps can be made without phases



Solving Simple Patterson Maps with ML



It works for simple cases



Summary of 7,390 validation examples 
(66,504 for training)



Pre-AlphaFold History

• Protein data bank has 150000+ coordinate sets for protein (and other) structures
• It MIGHT be true that the set of all known single-domain structures are in the PDB
• Folks have recognized the power of co-evolution data for quite a while
• CASP competitions have undergone dramatics improvements of the past six years using 

co-evolution concepts
• GPU-based computing has taken off for Machine Learning applications
• The structural biology community provides ‘blind’ tests of new structures for CASP



Original AlphaFold (2018) 
• Places first in 13th CASP competition (barely)
• Did best when no existing template was available but with good sequence data
• Used co-evolution ideas 



AlphaFold2 (2020) for Structure Prediction of 
Proteins

• Also from DeepMind folks at Google
• Performed essentially at the target accuracies set for the entire CASP goal
• Approaches experimental accuracies in many cases
• Method fully published, code available, widely deployed in Structural Biology
• Training involved millions of $ in computing time.

How does it work and what is it good and not good for?



How does it work? (First in words)

• First prepare a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) to your unknown that 

you want to predict the structure of

• Look for structure templates already deposited in the PDB

• Correlate co-evolution data at sites in the sequence with physical distances 

in a template structure

• Evolve the MSA co-evolution data to focus in on physical sites

• Evolve the locations corresponding to atomic coordinates as if they were a 

‘gas’ of unconnected amino acids

• Use geometrical constraints to connect the individual amino acids into a 

polypeptide,  and ‘refine’ the structure

• Training with added simulated structures (self-distillation)



A peek under the hood of AlphaFold2



Co-evolution to distance inference





Triangle inequality to embed distance info 
between residue sites



Every residue in the “gas” is modeled as a 
triangle along the peptide backbone



Sdie chains are added next….



Very complicated data flow.  Likely much trial 
and error to get here.



Summary



For grins, they trained a separate structure for 
each of the 48 blocks, to see the evolution of 
structure as a movie.



Measures of reliability are included!

• Depends mainly on the number of MSA entries
• Reported in terms of plDDT
• Color coded in in presented structures 
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